
CLEIntergenerational Convocation
Anchors and lnnovators with a Heart lor Mission

On the web http://intergen2013.weebly.com/

Network around the concerns that are most near and dear to your heart. How do

your passions and interests find service in the larger community? Where do you

experience hope? Where do you experience uplifting community? Join this

conversation with Catholic men and women in their 20's and 30's, women religious,

and lay ministry partners who are dedicated to living the Gospel in daily life.

Anchor: n. a person that can be relied on for stability or security; a mainstay.

Innovation: n. the act of introducing something new.

The Intergenerational Convocation theme of Anchors and Innovators with a Heart for

Mission reflects a twin dynamic for servant leaders. Servant leaders hold fast to core

principles that provide moorings for individuals, communities and organizations. At

the same time, servant leaders adjust, navigate, and invent new responses to the

challenges of our times. Cleveland needs people who are anchors and innovators if

our region is to thrive.

For centuries, women religious have been anchors and innovators, but they do not

serve alone. Young Catholics, especially in the Diocese of Cleveland, are rediscovering

a commitment to the City and awakening to their own desire to serve as

Catholics. Exciting collaborations like Collinwood Neighborhood Catholic Ministries

are connecting women religious, lay partners and young adults as powerful agents of

community change.

What's the point? Catholics can learn from one another. The time is now and the

way forward is together! October 26th will spark opportunities for new collaboration

and re-ignite your passion for values-based servant leadership. By engaging with a

network of support, you will discover ways to balance and integrate professional skills

with faith. As equals, participants will share stories of hope, successes and struggles

to provide a living witness that each of us can make a difference.
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